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American Human Resources Conference agenda.
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Sunday, January 27
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This program has been submitted to the HR Certification Institute for review.
Native Nation Events is a recognized provider of recertification credits. HR Certification
Institute® preapproved this program for HR (General) credit towards aPHR™, aPHRi™,
PHR®, PHRca®, SPHR®, GPHR®, PHRi™ and SPHRi™ recertification.
For more information about certification or recertification, please visit the HR
Certification Institute website at www.hrci.org.
The use of this seal is not an endorsement by HR Certification Institute of the quality of the program. The use of this seal confirms that this activity has
met HR Certification Institute’s® (HRCI®) criteria for recertification credit pre-approval.

Pre-Conference Workshop
1:00—5:00 PM

Executive Human Resource Summit - Leading Your Organization into
the Future in Celebrity Ballroom A&B

Native Nation Events recognizes that learning tangible and practical skills to take back into the workplace
is of value to our audience. At this interactive workshop, you will be able to participate with other toplevel HR executives from around the country offering ideas and suggestions on specific topics that are critical for your future organizational success. This workshop is designed to bring together forward-thinking
HR leaders and will allow for the exchange of ideas and solutions that can help you successfully guide
your enterprise into the future.
This pre-conference workshop is exclusively designed for HR Directors, Managers and Executives with
approximately five years of HR management experience, specifically within a Tribal-owned enterprise or government
organization who have been assigned the responsibility to help shape the strategic direction of their enterprise.

*All registrations for this pre-conference workshop are subject to review, and you must register ahead of time.

Presenters:
Dr. Thomas Dullien
Executive Director, Human
Relations and Development
Barona Resort & Casino

Kanella Glover
Human Resources Manager
Barona Resort & Casino

Marcus Diaz
Director of Training
and Development
Casino del Sol Resort

Andee Houser, PHR
Human Resources Executive
TEDA, Inc.
The Tuolumne Band of
Me-Wuk Indians

Haydee Antezana
Chief Executive Officer
Haydee Antezana International
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Sign-up sheets for one-on-one meetings will be made available at the registration desk
Delegates are encouraged to meet with our sponsors and exhibitors for one-on-one meetings throughout the event
in a designated area. Sign-up sheets will be available starting on Monday, January 28th at the registration desk for
you to schedule a time to meet. This is a perfect time to execute what you learn throughout the day so come
prepared with questions. These meetings are completely voluntary and for all delegates who participate in a
minimum of two (2) one-on-one meetings, you will be entered into a Grand Prize drawing where two winners
will receive a $100 AMEX gift card!

6:30-7:30 AM

Morning Yoga with Coach in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

Start your day in the right mindset by with yoga and meditation with Coach Jim Stroker! This quick wake up
session will get you energized for the day and give you insight on simple strategies that can dramatically impact
your ability to create results.

Presenter:

7:30-8:30 AM

8:30-8:45 AM

Jim Stroker
Coach
Native Nation Events

Registration & Breakfast in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

Opening Prayer/Welcoming Remarks in Celebrity Ballroom D
Justin O’Connor
President
Native Nation Events

Conference Co-Chair Remarks:

Nick Nicolls
CEO/Owner
GITW Benefits

Pat Jewell
Lead Consultant
Tribal First

General Sessions in Celebrity Ballroom D
8:45-9:45 AM
•
•
•

Leadership Training: Managing Personal Tension in the Workplace

Learn to respond to workplace tension in a professional and productive manner.
The Path of a Peacemaker will help you to reduce defensiveness and regain your leadership role with those you
oversee.
As a peacemaking leader, you will be respected by those you lead because you embrace your organization's core
values and model a healthy response to differences, limited resources, and poor communication.

Presenters:

Brian Noble
Executive Director
Peacemakers

Nick Nicolls
CEO/Owner
GITW Benefits
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General Sessions in Celebrity Ballroom D
9:45—10:45 AM

The Affordable Care Act and Other Benefit Updates

Now that mid-year elections are over, what should tribes and their commercial enterprises expect to see in 2019?
Please join us to learn about the latest developments in D.C and how they impact the administration of employee
benefit plans. What provisions are still enforceable, which provisions will most likely be repealed and what are
some strategies tribes should consider to remain in compliance with the ACA?
• How will the post-election results affect the future of the ACA? What should we expect?
• IRS enforcement of the ACA- The new, the bad and the ugly.
• Other federal benefit laws that impact tribes and their commercial enterprises.

Presenter:

10:45—11:00 AM

11:00—12:00 PM

Liliana Salazar
Chief Compliance Officer –Western Region
HUB International Insurance Services, Inc.

Morning Networking Break in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

Sexual Harassment Prevention & the #MeToo Movement
in Indian Country in Celebrity Ballroom D

Our people are our most important asset, and we treat them as such. From top to bottom, the expectation is to create
and foster an atmosphere free from harassment, intimidation, insult or other discriminatory conduct.
•

•
•

•
•

Clear understanding of No Harassment policies.
• Inappropriate behavior drivers
• What is abusive conduct in the workplace, aka bullying?
• What is sexual harassment in the workplace?
Role of perceptions and the reasonable person standard.
Procedures for handling sensitive situations.
• Common problems
• Reporting of issues
• Differences between tribal governments and gaming enterprises – yes or no?
Your responsibilities and actions as Tribal leaders and sensitivity filters.
Best ways of getting to know each other and creating thriving, functional environments.

Presenters:

Mariella Platner
Director of Human Resources
United Auburn Indian Community

Preet Kuar
Executive Recruiter/
Business Development Manager
Pacific Staffing
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Lunch in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

Breakout Sessions

Track A in Celebrity Ballroom D
What are the Driving Factors of Your Employees Engagement and how can Their
Disengagement Affect Your Enterprise?
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Are your benefits communications driving the level of engagement you are seeking as an organization?
What are the current trends in compensation and performance management, and how can they impact your
organization?
The critical importance of aligning performance management with total compensation and the ramifications of
not.
How can social media be used to deliver effective engaging communications across multiple locations and
departments?
How important are engagement Surveys, Action Plans and Stay Interviews?
What is succession planning?
• Job shadowing
• Mentorship program/ Training Plans
What tribal gaming facility employees want and need to know about their employers in order to feel more
engaged. Can information about a tribe's history, culture and use of funds raise employee engagement?
How engaged work forces leads to strong retention and reduces costly turnover.

Moderator:
Andrada Paraschiv
Head of Hospitality
Beekeeper
Presenters:
Elise Campbell
Executive Director of Human Resources
Navajo Nation Gaming Enterprise
Dr. Katherine Spilde
Associate Professor
School of Hospitality & Tourism Management
San Diego State University

Pamela Dokis
Director of Training
Navajo Nation Gaming Enterprise

Melinda Iverson
Sr. Director of Human Resources
Isleta Resort & Casino
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Breakout Sessions

Track B in Celebrity Ballroom A-C
Optimizing & Creating a Benefits Strategy for Your Enterprise
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

How does an HR professional make the decision when choosing a benefits broker?
Hear first hand about the latest trends in benefits and what would be considered sustained as a fad.
Employee benefits are easily one of an enterprise's highest expenses and will continue to rise at a greater rate than
inflation. As an HR professional, how do you know when a new product or program that has huge cost savings is
in fact genuine?
What are some tools and resources available in the market to assist in developing a planned strategy?
How critical is it for you to be aware of what drives the cost within your plan and to have a general knowledge of
the market?
Discover how a good employee benefits strategy helps organizations attract and retain top talent.
Learn why it is also important to have strong employee benefits compliance programs and how it can protect you
and your enterprise.
With employer-sponsored insurance covering 56% of the U.S. population what are the advantages, and is this a
direction your enterprise should look into going?
Could it be costing you more by not supporting employee caregivers in the long run?

Moderator:
Mary Ellen Anderson
President of Emerging Markets
AmeriHealth Administrators

Presenters:
Freddie Harmon
Vice President of Human Resources
Viejas Casino & Resort

Jolene Rode
Regional Vice President, Sales
American Health Care powered by Maxor
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Breakout Sessions

Track A in Celebrity Ballroom D
Cyber Issues: Tribal Leadership’s Evolving Exposures
•

•

In the ever changing landscape of Information Technology, the need for heightened awareness of the cyber
issues facing the Tribal Nations is paramount to the success of all tribal communities and their ongoing business and governmental operations.
This session will provide an overview for the HR professional covering general cyber risks in terms of privacy
exposures and best practices, as well as a discussion of the cyber insurance market.

Presenters:
Pat Jewell
Lead Consultant
Tribal First

David Rees
Executive Director - Cyber
and Technology Solutions
RKH Specialty
Tribal First

Alex Ricardo
Breach Response Sales;
Technology Media &
Business
Beazley Technology
Tribal First

Track B in Celebrity Ballroom A-C
New Day, New Innovative But Expensive Treatment- What’s Coming
and What You Can Do About It
Rapid innovation in healthcare is increasing the flow of new therapies and drugs to the market. These therapies can
offer great promise to patients but often come at exceptionally high prices that have the potential to bankrupt your
health plan. Smart plan design is critical to ensure you balance availability of ground breaking therapies with
sustainability of your health plan for the long term. Join our panel to learn about:
•
•
•
•

What’s happening with specialty drugs, including FDA fast tracking, and how you can manage this in your
health plan.
What the new “Right to Try” law means for your members and your health plan.
Looking ahead at market trends and how to determine how it fits with your health plan strategy.
What all this means in the context of your PRC program and Medicare Like Rates for Native health plan
members.

Presenter:
Jessica Rothe
Manager, Compliance
HMA—Healthcare Management
Administrators, Inc.
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Afternoon Networking Break in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

General Session in Celebrity Ballroom D
3:00—4:00 PM

•
•
•

•
•
•

Population Health Management - Innovative Strategies to Not Only
Control Health Care Cost but Create a Return on Investment

How using a Health Intelligence solution can automate identifying chronic diseases, help personalize and be
prescriptive in approaches to preventing chronic disease with data.
How Health Intelligence allows you to mitigate risk and control benefit plan spend.
Discuss how to identify pre-diabetes and type 2 diabetes to prevent and control the most expensive health care
cost you have.
Diabetes is 20% of all health care costs today.
How do you use technology to identify pre-diabetes and type 2 diabetes up to 10 years before the disease would
show up in a blood test?
Hear firsthand about personal experiences with early detection technology.

Moderator:
James Ashford
Sales Director, Oklahoma & Arkansas
Vision Care Direct
Presenters:
Miguel Johns
Founder & CEO
KingFit Preventive Health

Ruth Zaldivar, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
Human Resources Director
Muscogee (Creek) Nation Casinos

Drew Kelley
Health Intelligence Account Executive
Springbuk

Terasita Bryant
Benefits Director
Creek Nation
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General Session in Celebrity Ballroom D
4:00—5:00 PM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remember When Hiring Happened with a Newspaper, Resumes Received by
Mail and Onboarding was Handing an Employee a Handbook? Think again.

How improving your candidate’s experience can increase your talent pool and longevity.
How employee orientation can be used as a relationship builder and not simply a program to help retain
employees.
What you need to know about hiring and managing the emerging workforce.
How to create a diversity sourcing strategy.
Employer brand and what a candidate may think vs. what you do.
What are some insights we can share to empower interviewers in hopes of raising the bar within our corporate
culture?
Why employee referrals tend to work out more and how to initiate an employee referral program.
A hard look at soft skills and incorporating them in to your recruiting process and the overall success of your
enterprise.

Moderator:

Jamie Fullmer
Chairman/CEO
Blue Stone Strategy Group
Presenters:
Sandy Bartlett
Director of Human Resources
Avi Resort & Casino

Samantha Hendricks
Human Resources Director
Cherokee Nation Businesses

5:00 PM

Ronald Vargas
Vice President of Human Resources
Cache Creek Casino Resort

Janet Borland, THRP, TAS, CSWP
Assistant Director, Talent Acquisition Planning
& Strategy
Pechanga Resort & Casino

Monday’s Sessions Conclude
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Morning Yoga with Coach in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

Start your day in the right mindset by with yoga and meditation with Coach Jim Stroker! This quick wake up
session will get you energized for the day and give you insight on simple strategies that can dramatically impact
your ability to create results.

Presenter:

7:30-8:30 AM

Jim Stroker
Coach
Native Nation Events

Registration & Breakfast in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

General Sessions in Celebrity Ballroom D
8:30—9:15 AM

•
•
•
•
•

What are the critical issues HR managers should know about and recent developments?
What are the latest changes or pending when it comes to FMLA? As an HR Manager what steps need to be taken
to ensure your department is compliant while protecting your enterprise?
What tools and procedures such as background checks, evaluations and personality testing are most useful to
help offset future litigation issues?
Social Media in the workplace– how are the laws changing?
What is Electronic Harassment?

Presenters:

9:15—10:00 AM

•
•
•
•

State and Federal Employment Law Update: What it Means for Your Tribal
Government and Enterprises and Social Media in the Workplace

Luis Avila
Attorney
Varnum, LLP

Scott A. Wilson
Attorney
Law Office of Scott A. Wilson

The 3 Magic Elements that Authentic Leaders Utilize to Build
Teams and Dynamic Environments

Going inside before outside.
Simplifying the mission.
The process of receiving your M.S.C.
When the game ends what have you done?

Presenter:

Jim Stroker
Coach
Native Nation Events
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Small Group Roundtable Discussions in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

Taking a break from our larger sessions, delegates will gather into small group, moderator-lead roundtable
discussions. There is no doubt that some of the best learning comes directly from peer-to-peer discussions, as it is
common to find your colleagues experiencing similar successes and challenges.
Here is how it will work: In the next 90 minutes, we will run two consecutive sessions each approximately 35-40
minutes. Attendees will break out into small groups (10-12 participants) and be placed with an expert moderator
who will kick off the discussion. We want to give you the opportunity to participate in each discussion, so each
Small Group Roundtable Discussion will be repeated two times. They’re designed specifically to allow for more
personal interaction and the chance to exchange ideas, solutions and yes even business cards! You will be able to
participate or just listen to your peers from around the country offer up ideas and suggestions that you can bring
back to your tribe or organization.
This is your conference, so you will decide what topics will be featured! We will reach out to every registered
attendee to complete a short, pre-conference survey asking specifically what topics are relevant, and what
knowledge they are looking to gain by the end of the conference.

General Session in Celebrity Ballroom D
11:30—12:30 PM

Simple Steps to an Extraordinary Career & Life

This session will explain in tremendous detail, but in an incredibly simplistic manner, how we often sabotage our
own careers and lives. Not only will it awaken attendees to the inner saboteur that everyone has, which most people
have no idea even exists, but it will give them the solutions for immediate changes. This is not about paradigm
shifting, putting it out to the universe or some complex relative theory; attendees will learn the exact basic steps
needed to make long-lasting positive changes in their careers and lives. The result of this session is employees who
are engaged, powerful, accountable and ready to take on the world. This will help move people from making
emotionally safe decisions, to powerful decisions. It also opens them up emotionally, breaks down barriers and
creates the desire for deeper learning. It will truly change lives forever! Topics include:
• Understanding Fear
• Your Inner Saboteur
• Three Levels of Desire
• Paralysis of Victimization
• Two Emotional Motivators
• Energy Givers & Vampires

Presenter:

Brad Worthley
Owner
Brad Worthley International, Inc.
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Lunch in Celebrity Ballroom E-H

Breakout Sessions

1:30—2:15 PM

Track A in Celebrity Ballroom D
How Leaders Help Employees Navigate Through Tension in the
Workplace
•
•
•
•

Do you feel others dump their problems and conflicts in their departments on you?
Learn a simple, direct, response to handling the squabbles between employees?
Teach others to walk the Path of a Peacemaker.
Learn some simple coaching techniques to guide them back to the other person to bring resolution to issues, both
privately and productively.

Presenters:

Brian Noble
Executive Director
Peacemakers

Nick Nicolls
CEO/Owner
GITW Benefits

Track B in Celebrity Ballroom A-C
Employee Wellness & the Impact of Mental Health in the Workplace
•

•
•
•
•
•

It’s estimated that poor worker health costs U.S. employers $530 billion a year for lost productivity. Employers
can lessen the impact by promoting physical and mental health strategies.
What is the prevalence of mental illness in America and the American Indian population?
What impact is mental illness having in your workplace?
Be proactive in exploring resources and providing training for potential traumatic events in the workplace.
Learn how increasing awareness, combatting stigma and promoting mental health and a positive workplace
benefits both employees and employers.
Craft a wellness curriculum that will have the greatest impact on individual and organizational health.

Moderator:
Bernie Kipp
National Outreach
Director
Pillars Recovery

Presenters:
Kathy Hinton
Human Resources Director
Mazatzal Hotel & Casino

Patty Wisner
Training & Development
Manager
Mazatzal Hotel & Casino
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Breakout Sessions

Track A in Celebrity Ballroom D
Many Scientists are in Agreement that a Person has Already Been Born who will Live to Reach
150 Years of Age! What Does that do to Your Retirement Planning?
•

As life expectancy continues to increase, how have employee benefits been altered to help their employees
become financially ready when they retire?
Why effective retirement plan design and communications are critical in driving positive results for your
employees.
How legislative changes are encouraging organizations to better help prepare employees for retirement which in
turn should also improve the plan’s overall strength.
In depth strategies that can significantly enhance the effectiveness of an organization’s retirement plan will be
discussed, including: How can we increase employee participation? How do we improve on our employee
retirement readiness? Are we getting the most from our current vendor(s)?
As a plan administrator what are your fiduciary responsibilities and how can you minimize some of these
concerns.

•
•
•

•

Moderator:
Jacob Qualls
Associate Account Executive
Mutual of America
Presenters:
Cynthia Pierce
Associate Account
Executive
Mutual of America

Beulah John
Human Resources Manager
Navajo Agricultural Products
Industry

Emily Begay
Payroll Accountant/HR Assistant
Navajo Agricultural Products
Industry

Track B in Celebrity Ballroom A-C
Managing Workplace Violence, Human Risk, & Creating an Onsite Training Program
•
•
•
•
•

Over 700 people a year are murdered at work and up to 2 million more are victims of workplace violence
annually.
Most employees do not know what to do if an unsafe incident or violence occurs at the workplace.
What are the benefits of participating in onsite training, such as an Active Shooter simulation?
What are proactive measures that can be taken to both create a safer culture, prevent incidents, and be able to
quickly respond to events as soon as indicators arise?
What is human risk and how can it impact a company’s goals and operations? How can you monitor human
risk?

Moderator:

Presenter:

Toby Houchens
Chief Executive Officer
Alpha Recon

Maria Boggs
Director of Human Resources
Snoqualmie Casino
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Breakout Sessions

3:00—3:45 PM
Track A in Celebrity Ballroom D

Benefits of an Onsite Health Center & Pharmacy Solution
•

Coushatta Casino Resort struggled to provide effective healthcare for their large employee population and
dependents due to the poor access of quality care in their area.
An onsite health center and pharmacy solution was implemented in October 2011 to reduce overall health risks
through evidence-based medicine and help curb unnecessary costs.
Through the onsite health program, implementing targeted evidence-based medicine strategies allowed
Coushatta to improve wellness outcomes and eliminate unnecessary tests and treatment. This allowed care team
members the opportunity to spend more time with patients to educate them, manage their expectations, and
monitor their care.
Powerful results were seen including providing better access to care and fewer visits to expensive community
resources. In addition, over the past four years the onsite program has generated more than $6.4 million in total
net savings. And since implementing a 340B Drug Pricing Program, onsite pharmacy prescription savings rose
to more than $42,700 per month in 2018.

•

•

•

Presenters:
Greg Baker
Vice President, Pharmacy
Premise Health

Daniel Boudreaux
Director, Client Operations
Premise Health

Track B in Celebrity Ballroom A-C

The Unconnected Workforce: HR's role in Communicating and Improving
Operations in Today's World
•

•

Rapid innovation in the technology landscape has changed the way you interact with employees. These new
methods from recruiting, retaining, and communicating have developed a fragmented and unconnected
workforce.
This session will provide an overview of the way employees communicate today and how you can reconnect
and improve operations for tomorrow.

Presenter:

Moderator:

Andrada Paraschiv
Head of Hospitality
Beekeeper

Rhonda Turner, SPHR, SHRM-SCP
Director of Human Resources
Feather Falls Casino, Lodge & Brewing Co.
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General Sessions in Celebrity Ballroom D
3:45—4:45 PM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tribal Politics: How do You Balance Tribal Council & Create an HR
Department that is Not Just Looked at as a Cost Center by Your CEO?

Is there a benefit and do Tribal governments and enterprise executives jointly participate in leadership
development programs?
Building a partnership between a Tribal Council, CEO/Executive Director, CFO and HR department is critical.
What are some common goals and shared resources?
How do you balance responsibilities if you play a dual role in the HR department and Tribal Council?
HR departments should be seen as a revenue supporting operation rather than a cost center.
Your employees are a competitive force and can bring in as much if not more revenues than other departments.
How do you turn your HR policy and compliance silo into your force field that sustains your business?
It’s important to change the perception from HR as an administrative task to an operational opportunity.

Moderator:
Pat Jewell
Lead Consultant
Tribal First
Presenters:
LaTosha Mayo
Human Resource Manager
Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah

Dr. Thomas Dullien
Executive Director,
Human Relations and Development
Barona Resort & Casino

Julian Matthews
Human Resources Director
Nez Perce Tribal Enterprises

4:45 PM

EXHIBITOR RAFFLE DRAWING
Followed by
***GRAND PRIZE DRAWING***

***Winner must be Present to win***
4:45 PM

Tuesday’s Sessions Conclude
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